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Education Durham – Medium Term Planning: History KS2 
 

Britain’s settlement by the Anglo Saxons and Scots 
 

Key Unit Question 
What happened when the Romans left Britain? 
 

Year group: 4 
Hours 

What do we intend pupils to know at the end of this unit of work? 
 
Developing Historical Knowledge: The end of Roman rule, invasions and migrations of Angles/ Saxons/ Jutes, key features of Anglo 
Saxon life – power, beliefs, farming, conflict with later invaders 
Explaining/ Analyse second order concepts: effects and consequences 
Use of primary sources: using knowledge to make inference from primary sources 
Interpretations/ representations of the past: Awareness that information texts are always one version of events. 
 

Rationale 
The Anglo Saxon era covers a very long time span and several significant developments.  As such, it occupies a key place in the 
chronology of Britain with the move from an iron age to early mediaeval society. This planning builds on earlier learning about early 
Britain and especially units on Roman invasion and settlement. It also links strongly to geographical knowledge of the UK and Europe 
which pupils should be developing in Y3 and Y4. A mental map if the UK and Europe are essential for pupils in this unit. The invasion 
and migration of groups to live in the British Isles is a constant feature of our country’s past and knowledge of this aspect of history 
makes a strong contribution to understanding modern Britain. This unit also aims to develop pupil knowledge about rulers and rules as 
we see the first kings emerging and the recording of rules for everyone to follow. This is also the period when the language we use 
today begins to emerge more rapidly and many of the towns we live in are established. Pupils need to know the core material from this 
unit to enable them to understand later developments such as the Viking invasion, work on power and monarchy and eventually the 
post 1066 knowledge developed in KS3 and tested in KS4. There is an important local dimension to this unit with Bede’s primary 
sources and the knowledge about the development of Christianity in the North East. 
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Prior knowledge to build on. Teachers will need to ascertain levels of prior knowledge and shape subsequent teaching 
accordingly. 
Key features of Roman Britain, tribes, settlement, features of farming.  Migration and settlement may be terms known by some pupils. 
Christianity, with some additional local information possibly from the Northern Saints unit or similar. 
  

Possible misconceptions 
Confusion of the geographical origin of different groups. UK regions and European geography can be confused by some pupils at this 
stage.  
Century naming conventions. Confusion with popular fictional representations of this era.  
 

Key vocabulary 
  
Empire, legion, tribe, king, kingdom, churl, thane, bretwalda, Danelaw, Vortigern, Offa, Alfred, Viking, law and order, laws, fines, 
Woden, Christianity, Augustine, monastery, Bede, Anglo Saxon Chronicle, Lindsifarne Gospels, Saxon, Jute, Angle, Sutton Hoo, 
Beowulf, farming, village, Mercia, Northumbria, Offa’s Dyke 
 

Lesson questions, suggested activities, resource links and assessment opportunities 
 
1. Why did the Romans leave Britain and what happened next? 
Core knowledge – dates and causes of the end of the Roman Empire in Britain, effects of the departure and arrival of new invaders 
from Denmark and Germany. The key concepts foci is causation and consequence.  
 
Connect with previous learning – Suggested activity:  Revisit overview timeline to look at when the Romans ruled Britain –note the 
date of the end of rule to include century and the length of the Empire’s power.  
Develop new knowledge - causes of the fall of the Roman Empire and why the legions left Britain, the impact on England.  
Suggested activity: if possible pupils undertake paired reading of an information text to identify 3- 5 reasons why the Romans left 
Britain. These can be recorded on a table. Teachers will need to check pupils understand the new key terms that emerge.  Discuss 
what pupils think the main reason might have been for the legions departing. Move on to look at the consequences of Roman collapse. 
It can be helpful to get pupils to think about what would happen if suddenly there were no rules and no one to keep an eye on things at 
school – what might happen? Give each group a set of ‘consequences’ cards, each card to contain one of the consequences of 
Roman departure. Pupils need to read each card and decide if they think it was an important consequence or did not matter so much. 
Teachers can structure the recording of this to suit needs of class.  
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Possible consequence card outlines 
 

The Roman buildings 
and roads began to fall 
into disrepair. Travel 
became harder, the 
great Roman water 
systems broke down 
and there was less 
clean water. 

There was no one in 
charge to make sure 
rules were followed. 
There was more crime 
and life became 
dangerous. 

There were no new 
coins so it was harder to 
buy and sell things.  
Britain’s traders and 
merchants did not do so 
well. There was less 
food for sale in the 
towns.  

People left the big 
Roman towns and 
returned to the 
countryside to grow 
food. The big Roman 
towns emptied and 
farming became very 
important. 

There was no one to 
defend the country and 
so new invading tribes 
called Angles, Saxons 
and Jutes began to 
attack and take over the 
country. There were 
many attacks by the 
Picts and Scots in the 
North East of England. 

Some people carried on 
following the Christian 
beliefs introduced by the 
Romans, others 
followed new ideas or 
returned to the old Celtic 
beliefs. 

There was a great deal 
of fighting and a war lord 
called Vortigern became 
important in the South of 
England. 

   

 
Apply new knowledge - Pupils write a summary of the reasons the Romans left and/ or the problems that left for Britain. 
 
Subject knowledge notes for teachers 
Revisit timeline of Roman arrival and era in Britain. Note the apparent end date – not a sudden stop but a gradual change. Look at/ 
provide an account of the problems faced by the Roman Empire by AD 410 – size, costs, splits in the ruling family, invading tribes 
attacking Rome and the edges of the Empire led to the last legions leaving England to defend their homeland. The Romans called the 
invaders barbarians.  (One tribe was called the Vandals). As these tribes attacked the provinces, the mighty Roman Empire started to 
fall apart. The once well organised and mighty Roman army was too busy fighting amongst themselves and gradually the army left all 
the outlying areas. When the Romans left Britain, the government and organisation of the country became difficult. Local rulers began 
to squabble about land and power, the great Roman buildings began to fall into disrepair and there was a break down in law and order, 
with a lot of attacks on travellers and no one made coins to help people buy and sell things.  People moved out of the towns to live in 
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farming villages so that enough food could be grown.  People carried on using Roman measures, all the new plants and animals as 
well as following Christianity – the religion the Romans had brought to Britain.  Fewer records were kept and it is hard for us to be 
certain what happened. We do know that Britain was being attacked by invaders even before the Romans left. Jutes came from 
Jutland in North Denmark, the Angles came from Southern Denmark and the Saxons came from the areas we call Northern Germany. 
(pupils find a map helpful here) 
 
2. Who invaded Britain when the Romans left? 
Core knowledge: The invading groups, their original countries, destinations and actions on arrival. Vortigern and the development of 
an Anglo Saxon kingdom 
Connect with prior learning: Use the primary source from Bede about the invaders to hook pupils into the question.   Pupils to 
identify who were the tribes that invaded Britain, where were some of the places they went and the reasons why people might want to 
move to a new country. You may want to use a map showing the how England was labelled at the time. 
 

Bede – written in 731 
They came from three very powerful Germanic tribes, the Saxons, Angles and Jutes. The people of Kent are of Jutish origin. From 
the country of the Angles came the Mercians and the Northumbrians. 

 
Develop new knowledge: Teachers will need to explain some key background – by 430 the warlord Vortigern controlled many areas 
of England. He needed help to defend his lands from the Picts and Scots and so he invited Anglo Saxon warriors to help him. The 
Anglo Saxons then turned on Vortigern and took over first Kent and then the whole of England by AD 491. Pupils should investigate 
the invasions of the UK by the Saxons, Picts, Jutes and Angles using information texts. Useful material can be found on the BBC 
bitesize and BBC learning sites for this area.  Use the key History question stems to organise the research so that pupils can record 
and organise their findings. 
 
Apply new knowledge: Pupils use their research to answer the following - Where were the invaders from? Where did the attackers 
land? When did they arrive? Why did they come to Britain?  
 
Subject knowledge notes 
Angles, Saxons and Jutes were European tribes that spoke a German language. Jutes came from Jutland in North Denmark, the 
Angles came from Southern Denmark and the Saxons came from the areas we call Northern Germany. After the Romans left they 
made more and more raids on the south coast of Britain. At first they returned home after each attack but following Vortigern’s 
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invitation the Anglo Saxon’s came and stayed. There are very few primary sources for this period and so historians have found it hard 
to be sure about the exact dates of events. 
3.  Who was in charge in Anglo Saxon England? The rise of the kings and their kingdoms. 
 
Core knowledge: The emergence of kings around the country, the different Anglo Saxon kingdoms, the job of the kings and the 
emergence of one ruler for the whole of England by AD 757 - Offa. The evidence from the burial at Sutton Hoo. 
 
Connect with prior learning:  Use Sutton Hoo horde of Kind Redwald as the starter – who was buried with things like this? (signs of 
kingship, wealth, importance and power. (British museum website for images, do not go into any detail at this stage about the burial 
itself). Pupils will be familiar with the ideas of power and rulers – Pharaoh, Emperor, Caesar, Chief and may be familiar with the idea of 
monarch. This is a good opportunity to connect with pupils understanding of how Britain is governed now and how rules are made.  
Develop new knowledge:   Via teacher led learning, look at a map of the Anglo Saxon kingdoms – add further detail so that pupils 
have a sense of what places are called today/ or compare a map of Anglo Saxon England and modern Britain. Overtly teach the 
vocabulary around chief, ruler, king, kingdom so that pupils can draw upon this in later lessons. As a class, draw up and record a job 
description for an Anglo Saxon king. Discuss with the class how historians know what kings were like so far back in the past and 
explain that they are going to have a look at some of the evidence for themselves. Show the whole class the site of the Sutton Hoo 
burial mounds (photographs are on NT website), do they think anything special would be under there?  Read with the class the short 
account of the finding of the site on the British museum website and then show them some of the major finds.  Break the class into 
investigation groups and provide each group with a selection of photographs of the artefacts found at the Sutton Hoo burial site. 
(Easily available online). Remind pupils of the way the Ancient Egyptians buried items with their dead. Pupils should discuss and 
record what they have worked out about the king from the objects he was buried with. 
 
Apply new knowledge: Look at the finds from the Sutton Hoo burial your group has been given. What have you found out about the 
Anglo Saxon king buried there? Which artefact would you like to know more about and why? 
 
Subject knowledge notes: The Romans had ruled the country through governors and the army. When the Romans left, there was 
chaos at first but then the Anglo Saxon kings emerged with the country divided into large kingdoms Kent, Sussex, Wessex, East 
Anglia, Essex, Mercia and Northumbria. They were warriors and had responsibility to keep law and order for the people. Famous early 
kings include Redwald of Sutton Hoo and Oswald of Northumbria.  By 757 the first king of all the kingdoms had emerged- King Offa. 
This is the first time we can speak of kingdoms in the history of GB.  The myth of Arthur comes from this period but should not be a 
focus for the classroom. There were no prisons at this time.  People were punished with fines or killed. The Anglo Saxon kings wrote 
down laws and had advisors called a council. The kings could collect money, food and animals from the people he ruled.  This was the 
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beginning of taxation. Sutton Hoo is the name given to the buried ship found under a mound in East Anglia. When it was excavated, 
the grave was found to contain the finest jewels of their kind from the era. It shows the importance of the kings, the trading links they 
had and the respect people had for their rulers. 
 
 
4. Was life hard on an Anglo Saxon farm? Jobs, houses, women and children 
 
Subject knowledge notes:  
Anglo Saxons were farmers who lived in small settlements pf family groups. We can find where many of the villages were because the 
place names include 
Stories and past times – Beowulf, games. Possible use of Bede’s World as a site visit. Wattle and daub,  
 
5. What did the Anglo Saxons believe? (NB this is an ideal opportunity to make a site visit to Durham Cathedral or a Saxon 

church eg Escomb) 
 
Core knowledge: The change over time of Anglo Saxon beliefs, the spread and impact of Christianity especially in the North East of 
England. 
Connect with prior learning: 
 
Develop new knowledge: 
 
Apply new knowledge: 
 
Subject knowledge notes for teachers: 
The first Anglo Saxons brought their own beliefs from Germany – they were pagans. They believed in a god called Wodin, Frige and 
Tiw and Thunor. From these we get the names of the days of the week Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and Tuesday.  
Spread of Christianity – the Romans had brought Christianity to Britain and there were some small groups of Christians still in the 
country. In 597 Augustine was sent by the Pope to persuade the kings to become Christians. In Northumberland, Aidan brought 
Christian ideas from Scotland to build a monastery on Lindisfarne. Monasteries were built across the country and monks and nuns 
such as Bede and Hilda developed writing and education. Some of the great early documents and buildings come from the North East 
– Lindisfarne Gospels, Bede’s Ecclesiastical History etc. The fist English towns grew around some of these monasteries - e.g. York & 
Canterbury.  
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6. Who were the Anglo Saxons’ enemies? 
 
Core knowledge: Pupils need to develop a knowledge of the sequence of the main events, some of the tactics used in battle and 
defence as well as the ways primary sources recorded events at the time. 
 
Connect with prior knowledge: This lesson revisits Lindisfarne and links to the timeline of Anglo Saxon events pupils have been 
building over time 
 
Develop new knowledge: Use primary sources showing the raid on Lindisfarne. Pupils should use the sources to make suggestions 
about the event, the tactics of the attackers. Consider the weapons and effects of the attacks and discuss what the Anglo Saxons 
faced. 
 

Primary source 1: Entry for the year 793 in the Anglo Saxon chronicle 
AD. 793. This year came dreadful fore-warnings over the land of the Northumbrians, terrifying the people most woefully: these were 
immense sheets of light rushing through the air, and whirlwinds, and fiery dragons flying across the firmament. These tremendous 
tokens were soon followed by a great famine: and not long after, on the sixth day before the ides of January in the same year, the 
harrowing inroads of heathen men made lamentable havoc in the church of God in Holy-island, by rapine and slaughter. 
 
Primary source 2 – Use the Lindisfarne Doomsday Stone  to be found at http://www.english-heritage.org.uk/visit/places/lindisfarne-
priory/history/significance/  
 
 

 
Teachers may wish to use the BBC clip https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/clips/zgj2hyc looking at the later Viking invasions and the tactics 
used in battle or the information summary at https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/articles/z8q487h. 
 
Use a sequencing exercise so that pupils can build up a timeline of the main events, dates and people. This can be developed further 
by some individual fact finding about Anglo Saxon weapons, more detail about the battle of Edlingham or the raids on Lindisfarne.  
 
Applying knowledge: Teachers will want to shape the tasks pupils complete according to the direction the lesson is given. A 
possible focused piece of writing could be to describe the key features of the Dane and Viking raids on Anglo Saxon Britain. 

http://www.english-heritage.org.uk/visit/places/lindisfarne-priory/history/significance/
http://www.english-heritage.org.uk/visit/places/lindisfarne-priory/history/significance/
http://www.english-heritage.org.uk/visit/places/lindisfarne-priory/history/significance/
http://www.english-heritage.org.uk/visit/places/lindisfarne-priory/history/significance/
https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/clips/zgj2hyc
https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/clips/zgj2hyc
https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/articles/z8q487h
https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/articles/z8q487h
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Subject knowledge notes for teachers: From 789AD Norwegian and Danish warrior attacks began on England and this was 
followed by attacks up and down the coast of the country including the raid on Lindisfarne in 793. The Danes were keen to find new, 
fertile farming lands and gradually the raiders began to settle. In 865 a huge army from Denmark landed in East Anglia and then 
marched on the North taking over Northumberland. There were several battles between the Danes and the Anglo Saxon kings with an 
eventual victory for Alfred, king of Wessex over the Danes at Edlingham. Alfred split England giving much of the North to the Danes 
(the Danelaw) as a way of having a period of peace. New invaders – the Vikings began to appear in 991 and to try and keep them 
away, the king paid a huge ransom to the invaders. Eventually by 1013 a Viking warrior king (Swein) had conquered most of England 
and his descendant Cnut ruled England until 1035 
 
7. How significant was Alfred the Great? 
 
  Case study of Alfred the Great 871- 99. 
Core knowledge: To consider historical significance of an individual and develop knowledge of Alfred the Great and his era. 
 
Connect with prior knowledge: Verbal recall of the features of Anglo Saxon kingship from previous lessons.  
Apply the new learning:  Pupils will write a narrative account of the life of Alfred the Great. In History, a narrative account should be 
chronological and include detail of specific people, events and dates. This would be a good opportunity for some peer assessment to 
check accuracy of detail and chronological order. 
 
Subject knowledge notes for teachers: Alfred, later called the Great, led Saxon attempts to defend territory against the invasions of 
the Danes in the 860s. At first Alfred could not defeat the invaders and instead paid a ransom to the leaders of the Danes each year so 
that the raiders would stay away.  In 878 at the decisive battle of Edington, Alfred’s army defeated the Danes and a peace settlement 
was reached giving the Danes the lands of the north – the Danelaw, Alfred kept the South.  Alfred did much to reorganise the army to 
make it more effective, built new types of ships, built new forts and fortified towns or burhs such as Winchester. Alfred also 
encouraged education, wrote books, had laws written down and even a history book written. 
 
 

 


